
KNHC (FM) Seattle, WA
Issues and Programs List

3rd Quarter 2021: July 1st, 2021 through September 30th, 2021

Prepared by Andrew Higgins

Every three months, KNHC publishes a list of programs that have provided the station's most significant
treatment of community issues during the preceding three-month period.
This list includes a narrative describing what issues were given significant treatment and the programming that
provided this treatment.

1. Science & Technology
2. Child Health & Safety
3. Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues
4. Health & Wellness
5. Women Rights & Empowerment
6. Environment & Sustainable Living
7. Voting

Section I
LOCAL PROGRAMMING

Section I lists special programs that represent the station's issue-responsive programming providing the most
significant treatment of the issues listed above for the calendar quarter.

Title: Laura Flanders Show - Black, Latinx Media: Cause for Celebration & Critique

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 04:00

Duration: 28:00

Date: 04 JUL 2021

Summary: The subversive, healing, and celebratory powers of music and media are at the heart
of this week’s conversation, featuring Saida Pagán, a contributor to Palabra, a
journalism site run by the National Association of Hispanic Journalists, and Dr. Guthrie
Ramsey, a music historian, jazz musician and composer recently interviewed on
WURD radio in Philadelphia. Pagán shares her take on the new hit movie In the
Heights and the progress Latinx media is making in Hollywood; Guthrie reflects on
Black joy as expressed through Black music.

Title: Planetary Radio - Finding Life by Looking for Complexity

Community Issue: Science & Technology
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Time: 04:30

Duration: 28:50

Date: 04 JUL 2021

Summary: University of Glasgow chemist Lee Cronin and his collaborators have developed a
new way to detect life. Their "assembly theory" could give us a reliable method for
recognizing life or evidence of past life based on the complexity of molecules in any
environment.

Title: With Good Reason - Music and Democracy

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 05:00

Duration: 52:00

Date: 04 JUL 2021

Summary: The evolution of social change in America can be traced through popular songs by the
likes of Nat King Cole, Percy Mayfield, Lena Horne, and the Impressions. Charlie
McGovern shares from his book Body and Soul: Race, Citizenship and Popular Music,
1930-1977.

Title: Planetary Radio - The Sirens of Mars Call to Us

Community Issue: Science & Technology

Time: 04:00

Duration: 28:50

Date: 11 JUL 2021

Summary: Georgetown University planetary scientist Sarah Stewart Johnson chronicles the long
history of our fascination with Mars and the possibility of life there, culminating with
Perseverance, the new rover now headed there.

Title: Making Contact - Activism and The Fight for Black Trans Lives

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 04:30

Duration: 29:00
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Date: 11 JUL 2021

Summary: On this episode of Making Contact, we will look at transgender activism and the call
for inclusion and intersectionality in the movement for Black lives. We'll also meet
Trans activists in Louisiana who have been organizing against a state law that has
been used to unfairly target trans women for decades

Title: With Good Reason - Everybody's Gotta Eat

Community Issue: Child Health & Safety

Time: 05:00

Duration: 53:59

Date: 11 JUL 2021

Summary: Parents spend a lot of time delegating. No, you can’t have the hot fries and ice cream
for dinner. Yes, please, have some more kale. Andria Timmer takes us to the dinner
tables of “natural parents,” who left city life behind to bring the kids closer to their food
source.

Title: Planetary Radio - We Have Sampled an Asteroid! And the Search for Life Above
Venus

Community Issue: Science & Technology

Time: 04:00

Duration: 28:50

Date: 18 JUL 2021

Summary: The OSIRIS-REx spacecraft appears to have collected its first sample from asteroid
Bennu, while a team led by Jane Greaves has discovered what could be evidence of
life in the clouds of Venus.

Title: Making Contact - Wolves at the Well: The Corporate Grab of Public Water

Community Issue: Environment & Sustainable Living

Time: 04:30

Duration: 29:00

Date: 18 JUL 2021

Summary: Water is critical to maintaining the balance of life. Some corporations claim ownership
of fresh water sources to bottle and sell for profit. Others use water as a tool to extract
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oil and gas. We'll hear from communities fighting to keep water bottling companies out
of rural Oregon, and to protect water from oil and gas contamination in New Mexico.

Title: With Good Reason - Stirring the Pot

Community Issue: Environment & Sustainable Living

Time: 05:00

Duration: 52:00

Date: 18 JUL 2021

Summary: Although it was once an important part of feeding families, home canning in America
has never been just about necessity. Danille Christensen says a look back at home
canning reveals the pride and creativity that went into stocking a pantry. And: Lilia
Fuquen takes us inside a community cannery and a basement storeroom to hear from
people who are keeping the tradition alive.

Title: Planetary Radio - A Symphony for 7 Moons

Community Issue: Science & Technology

Time: 04:00

Duration: 28:50

Date: 25 JUL 2021

Summary: Composer Amanda Lee Falkenberg has created The Moons Symphony.  You’ll hear
excerpts from several of its 7 movements. They are inspired by and evoke 7 of our
solar system’s smaller, unique worlds. Joining Amanda are her advisors and friends,
artist and International Space Station astronaut Nicole Stott and Cassini mission
project scientist Linda Spilker. Bruce Betts arrives with a new space trivia question
based on a visitor to one of these moons.

Title: The Laura Flanders Show - The Pandemic Economy

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 04:30

Duration: 28:00

Date: 25 JUL 2021

Summary: The economic collapse unfolding before our eyes is much bigger than it appears and
the solution isn’t simply to “build back better.” COVID-19 didn’t create the challenges
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we face. It laid bare flaws that have long existed at the foundation of our system. That
is particularly true for Black, Indigenous, and other People of Color. What kind of
reconstruction effort would truly reflect the scale of the problem? What should we
rebuild and what should we abandon?

Title: With Good Reason - Outdoor Archives

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 05:00

Duration: 52:00

Date: 25 JUL 2021

Summary: We often think of cemeteries as separate worlds unto themselves. But those buried at
Confederate graveyards were surely connected to those at the African burial grounds,
and the cemetery reveals the intimacy of their connections. Ryan Smith says he and
his students have been transformed by tending to cemeteries over the past 20 years.
And: After Pearl Harbor, the United States Navy needed land for bases and training.
Travis Harris says that the Magruder community was just one of many mostly black
communities displaced for military bases

Title: Planetary Radio - Visiting the James Webb Space Telescope

Community Issue: Science & Technology

Time: 04:00

Duration: 28:50

Date: 08 AUG 2021

Summary: NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope is expected to be 100 times as powerful as its
predecessor, the Hubble Space Telescope. We talk with two leaders of the effort to
build, launch and deploy it as soon as November of this year. These conversations
were recorded on the other side of a window facing the Northrop Grumman clean
room in which technicians were putting the finishing touches on the observatory.

Title: The Laura Flanders Show - Kimberlé Crenshaw & Soledad O’Brien Call Out the Media
on Critical Race Theory

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 04:30

Duration: 28:00
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Date: 08 AUG 2021

Summary: The right wing has found its newest racist wedge issue: Critical Race Theory. This
decades-old movement in legal scholarship has suddenly become a talking point for
GOP activists, and a widely misused term in mainstream media. The topic is bringing
tension to school board meetings across the country ahead of elections and putting
educators under scrutiny for even mentioning white supremacy in their classrooms. As
of filming, 6 states have passed laws that stem from the furor and numerous teachers
have been fired. And yet the people doing most of the talking on Critical Race Theory
are not the lawyers and scholars who invented the term, or anyone who seems to
know much about it. So what is Critical Race Theory actually? Why are some people
so obsessed with it? And how could journalists and the media companies they work
for do a better job of correcting all the disinformation? To answer those questions,
Laura speaks with UCLA and Columbia Law Professor Kimberlé Crenshaw, broadcast
journalist and producer Soledad O’Brien, and Kyle Simox, a young man who is
organizing to support his former high school teacher who was allegedly fired as part of
the push to ban Critical Race Theory in Tennessee public schools

Title: With Good Reason - Pandemics Past

Community Issue: Child Health & Safety

Time: 05:00

Duration: 52:00

Date: 08 AUG 2021

Summary: Mask debates, a rush for a vaccine, and closed schools--not much has changed in the
years since the 1890 and 1918 influenza epidemics. Tom Ewing takes us back to
historical outbreaks to see what we can learn about today’s Covid-19 pandemic. And:
There’s been a lot of coverage about the challenges of distributing the Covid-19
vaccine. How do we get it to distant areas? How do we use a whole vial before it
expires? What about the special refrigerators needed to keep it cold enough? But
these problems seem minor compared to the very first vaccine distribution in the early
1800s. Historian Allyson Poska shares the story of 29 orphan boys who crossed the
Atlantic Ocean as live incubators for the smallpox vaccine and what lessons we can
learn from this early campaign.

Title: Planetary Radio - We’re Going Back to Venus

Community Issue: Science & Technology

Time: 04:00

Duration: 28:50

Date: 15 AUG 2021
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Summary: Sue Smrekar and Jim Garvin woke up in June to some of the best news a planetary
scientist can get. Their complementary missions to Venus had just been given the
green light by NASA. The VERITAS and DAVINCI principal investigators return to
Planetary Radio for a celebration of this announcement and a deep dive into their
spacecraft and the mysteries of Earth’s broiling-hot sister world.

Title: The Laura Flanders Show - Did a Summer Camp Help Spark a Disability Revolution?

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 04:30

Duration: 28:00

Date: 15 AUG 2021

Summary: Crip Camp is a Peabody Award-winning documentary from Netflix and Higher Ground
Productions that tells the story of Camp Jened, a summer camp in the 1960s where
disabled youth could be themselves. The film follows several former campers who
went on to be leaders of the Disability Rights Movement. Laura speaks with the
directors and producers of Crip Camp about how they are using the film to advance
the next step in the revolution: Disability Justice, a movement that centers the
leadership of disabled queer, trans, Black, Indigenous, and people of color. If the
inclusive culture of Camp Jened could help transform American society in the second
half of the 20th century, what could a truly intersectional Disability Justice Movement
change for us all today

Title: With Good Reason - London Fog, LA Smog

Community Issue: Environment & Sustainable Living

Time: 05:00

Duration: 52:00

Date: 15 AUG 2021

Summary: For generations, Englishmen grew food on public land. They sustained their families
with these gardens, and with fish and animals they hunted and killed. Then almost
overnight, in a new and becoming industrial age, the commons were closed. Katey
Castellano says this disconnected people from rural land, forcing them into the city for
industrial wages. Plus: There was a time where bowling in the street was considered a
top felony. These and more serious crimes were the bread and butter of Victorian
newspapers. Ed Jacobs says newspapers have long been a battleground between the
elite and the poor.

Title: Planetary Radio - Amy Mainzer and a New Asteroid-Hunting Space Telescope
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Community Issue: Science & Technology

Time: 04:00

Duration: 28:50

Date: 22 AUG 2021

Summary: We may finally get the powerful telescope we’ve needed to find almost all of the
near-Earth objects that are big enough to destroy a city. University of Arizona
professor Amy Mainzer leads the NEO Surveyor project. She returns to Planetary
Radio with the full story. Blue Origin’s Jeff Bezos and three colleagues rode a rocket
that briefly put them in space. We’ll hear from 82-year-old Wally Funk. The pilot and
former astronaut candidate is now the oldest person to have left Earth.

Title: The Laura Flanders Show - Gender Justice Requires more than Money say the
Feminists Taking on Philanthropy during Covid

Community Issue: Women Rights & Empowerment

Time: 04:30

Duration: 28:00

Date: 22 AUG 2021

Summary: MacKenzie Scott, ex-wife of Amazon founder Jeff Bezos, recently made a splash by
donating nearly $3 billion to more than 280 nonprofits working in historically
underfunded sectors - her third such drop in a year. But while Scott has repeatedly
made headlines, the media has largely overlooked the impact that women and
feminists are making on philanthropy during a pandemic that has created a global
crisis for women and girls. How does feminism change the field of philanthropy in
general, and how does it change the landscape for social justice movements
specifically? In this episode, Laura interviews the writer and activist V, formerly known
as Eve Ensler, about the effects of what she calls “disaster patriarchy.” Then, Laura
goes in depth with Theresa Younger, CEO of the Ms. Foundation and member of the
White House Gender Policy Council, to explore how tying the intersections of race and
gender into philanthropy could make a better world for us all.

Title: With Good Reason - AAPI Summer Reading Recs

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 05:00

Duration: 52:00

Date: 22 AUG 2021

Summary: This year’s annual summer reading show explores the broad, diverse, and wonderful
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world of Asian American and Pacific Islander writers.

Title: Planetary Radio - Solar Cruiser: A Giant Sail Prepares for Space

Community Issue: Science & Technology

Time: 04:00

Duration: 28:50

Date: 29 AUG 2021

Summary: It is many times bigger than any previous solar sail, and it will pave the way for even
bigger spacecraft propelled by light. Solar Cruiser Principal Investigator Les Johnson
tells us about his latest project and looks to humanity crossing the gulfs of interstellar
space.

Title: The Laura Flanders - Housing is A Human Right

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 04:30

Duration: 28:00

Date: 29 AUG 2021

Summary: Before 2020, America was already in a housing crisis. The Covid-19 pandemic, high
unemployment, and a recession have only made things worse. A record level of
evictions have created record levels of homelessness at a time when public health
demands that as many people as possible stay home. What is to be done? In this
episode, housing activists from Philadelphia share their experiences and insights from
a long history of organizing that recently resulted in a landmark agreement with the
Philadelphia Housing Authority.

Title: With Good Reason - New Voices At The Table

Community Issue: Women Rights & Empowerment

Time: 05:00

Duration: 52:00

Date: 29 AUG 2021

Summary: In 2016, Lashrecse Aird made history as the youngest woman ever elected to the
Virginia House of Delegates. She says her unique perspective - shaped by a
childhood of adversity and hardship - allows her to better serve the full range of
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experiences within her constituency. And: Ebony Guy was inspired to get involved in
activism from a young age by her grandmother, a beloved civil rights leader in Halifax
County, Virginia. Now a board member at Virginia Organizing - her activist work has
centered on voter education and political campaigns. Plus: From 1997-2001,

Title: Planetary Radio - How NASA Technologies Benefit Life on Earth

Community Issue: Science & Technology

Time: 04:00

Duration: 28:50

Date: 12 SEP 2021

Summary: We examine a few of the thousands of technologies and innovations developed by
NASA that are making lives better around our planet.

Title: The Laura Flanders Show - US Healthcare After Covid: What’s Next & How Could It
Be Better?

Community Issue: Health & Wellness

Time: 04:30

Duration: 28:00

Date: 12 SEP 2021

Summary: The Medicare for All Act was reintroduced into the U.S. House in March with a record
number of cosponsors and public support. But while the idea of a public single payer
system has never been more popular, the relationship of Americans to their healthcare
has never been more fraught. With over 500,000 Americans dead from Covid-19 and
millions without access to coverage, it's clear that we need change. But what sort of
change? Laura speaks with health economist Dana Brown and two outspoken nurses
in public hospitals, one in Veterans Affairs, who know intimately the pros and cons of
the American healthcare system. We praised nurses loudly in the last year but will we
listen to them, now, on what needs to be done next to make US healthcare better for
patients, caregivers, and everyone?

Title: With Good Reason - Music That Mends

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 05:00

Duration: 52:00
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Date: 12 SEP 2021

Summary: David Coogan is the editor of “Writing Our Way Out” written by former jail inmates,
exploring the conditions, traps and turning points on their paths to imprisonment, as
well as the redemptive power of writing. Jazz musician Antonio Garcia composed a
musical piece “Open Minds: Music that Mends,” that reflects the book’s themes of
social justice, healing, self-reflection and redemption. Music performed by the VCU
Commonwealth Singers, directed by Dr. Erin Freeman. And: Josh Iddings looks at the
history of writings from prison and how prison literature can humanize the image of the
prisoner.

Title: Making Contact - 70 Million: A Special Court Keeping Native Americans out of Jail

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 04:00

Duration: 29:00

Date: 19 SEP 2021

Summary: Kirsten made her way out of jail and addiction with the help of a special court on the
Penobscot Nation reservation in Maine. There, culture and justice work together to
bypass traditional punitive measures for more restorative ones. Reporter Lisa Bartfai
visits the Healing to Wellness Court to see how it all works.

Title: OutCasting 0086

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 04:30

Duration: 29:00

Date: 19 SEP 2021

Summary: There are some religious people, congregations, and religions that support LGBTQ
people.  In the Episcopal Church, Bishop Gene Robinson was the first openly gay
Bishop - but his consecration led to a worldwide split in the church over the issue of
homosexuality.  In New York City, Congregation Beit Simchat Torah is an
LGBTQ-welcoming synagogue with an openly gay leader, Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum

Title: With Good Reason - Pandemic Pockets

Community Issue: Health & Wellness

Time: 05:00
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Duration: 52:00

Date: 19 SEP 2021

Summary: What do you do for work? That answer changed for many people at the top of the
pandemic. But what was a tragedy, has become a choice for many. Nathaniel
Throckmortan says that people had time to think about what mattered to them, and in
many cases, it’s not work. And: Many young people in the workforce are enjoying
more flexible schedules, and many baby boomers are on their way out. Jeannette
Chapman says that this will have long lasting effects on the labor market.

Title: Making Contact - The Response: The Fight for Justice after the Grenfell Tower Fire

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 04:00

Duration: 29:00

Date: 26 SEP 2021

Summary: On June 14, 2017, a fire started in a 24-story public housing apartment in West
London called Grenfell Tower. The fire raged all night and reduced the building to a
shell. Seventy-two people lost their lives, making the Grenfell Tower fire the United
Kingdom's deadliest disaster since World War II. In this episode, we examine the
events that led up to the Grenfell Tower fire and learn how the community has
responded through the voices of survivors, their families, and others who were
impacted. We meet 13-year-old Grenfell Tower resident Neila Elguenuni; rescue
worker Pedro Ramos who was on the fire response team; local community organizer
Joe Delaney who was activated by the tragedy; and many other community members
who have come together to increase their resilience while simultaneously fighting for
justice and accountability

Title: OutCasting 0087

Community Issue: Race, LGBTQ, & Indigenous People Issues

Time: 04:30

Duration: 29:00

Date: 26 SEP 2021

Summary: The Fulton case: The Supreme Court agrees with a Catholic adoption agency’s claim
of religious liberty claim to justify discrimination
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Title: With Good Reason - School's In Session

Community Issue: Child Health & Safety

Time: 05:00

Duration: 52:00

Date: 26 SEP 2021

Summary: Many American students left for Spring Break in March 2020, and will be returning to
in-person school for the first time this Fall. It sounds nice in theory -- some time away
from the classroom. But schooling never stopped, and it was difficult.

Section II
Station Campaigns

Section II lists station produced campaigns and their segments that
the station broadcasted during the preceding calendar quarter that addresses

community issues.

“Voter Registration Campaign”
During the 3rd quarter of 2021 KNHC aired a segment encouraging listeners to register and vote. The segment

focused on future voter registration. This :19 segment was voiced by KNHC student Kay and ran 62 times
during this quarter.

“BLKBX Project”
During the 3rd quarter of 2021 KNHC aired a segment supporting blkbxproject.org and their mission to assist
people with issues dealing with bullying, trauma, sexuality and more. This :19 segment was voiced by KNHC
student Kaito and ran 42 times during this quarter.

“Story Corps”
During the 3rd quarter of 2021 KNHC aired 85 segments encouraging listeners to talk to friends and family

members that served in the military and to encourage them to record their story with the Story Corps Project.
The Story Corps mission is to record and archive human stories for future generations. Below is the list of

when these segments ran:

Topic Voice Talent Length # Of Airings

Preserving & Sharing KNHC Student Jake :30 29

Collecting Stories with Washingtonians KNHC Student Moth :26 28

Pass Wisdom to the Future KNHC Student Ian :24 28
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